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Searching for properties that distinguish natural speech sounds has always been a main challenge in speech 

research. Early studies on fricatives have found that fricatives are potentially differentiated along a number 

of acoustic parameters. Both static and dynamic cues have been reported to play roles in the identification 

of fricatives. Among the reported parameters distinguishing place and voicing of fricatives are: the 

amplitude and spectral properties of the frication noise, the characteristics of the transition from the 

frication noise to the following vowel, and the duration of frication noise. 

The specific aims of the present study are: (a) to describe the acoustic characteristics of Azerbaijani 

fricative productions of adults in terms temporal, spectral, and amplitude parameters (b) examine to what 

extent the acoustic characteristics of fricative productions change as a function of voicing, gender, place 

of articulation, and vowel context; (c) to perform discriminant analysis to determine how well the 

examined acoustic parameters can successfully categorize fricatives in terms of place of articulation and 

voicing distinction. The results of this study can be used to optimize speech synthesis and recognition 

software for Azerbaijani.  

We have recorded 20 native Azerbaijani speakers reading a list of Azerbaijani fricatives embedded in 

different contexts. The data will be annotated and analyzed in Praat for different spectral, temporal and 

amplitude parameters. Below is a preliminary analyses from one of the speaker’s productions. Figure 1 

shows the mean (sd) of three parameters (duration, mean intensity and center of gravity) based on 

productions of one female speaker for the nine fricatives. Based on these results it seems the mentioned 

three parameters can be used as reliable factors in distinction of Azerbaijani fricatives’ voicing and place 

of articulation. Further detailed analyses based on the data from all 20 speakers are needed for achieving 

more reliable conclusions. 

 

 

Figure 1. Mean (SD) of duration, intensity and center of gravity for nine Azerbaijani fricatives. 


